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1.  GUIDANCE MATERIAL FOR THE
VHF DIGITAL LINK (VDL)

Note.— The Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPs) referred to are contained in Annex 10, Volume III,
Part 1, Chapter 6 and in the Manual of VDL Technical Specifications.

2.  GUIDANCE MATERIAL FOR VDL MODES 1 AND 2

                                                                                    2.1  GENERAL

The following sections provide guidance material relevant to Modes 1 and 2 of VDL operation.

                                                                       2.2  SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

2.2.1    The VDL Modes 1 and 2 system provides an air-ground data communications link within the aeronautical
telecommunications network (ATN). The VDL will operate in parallel with the other ATN  air-ground subnetworks.

2.2.2 VDL Modes 1 and 2 ground stations consist of a VHF radio and a computer capable of handling the VDL
protocol throughout the coverage area. The VDL stations offer connectivity via a ground-based telecommunications
network (e.g. X.25 based) to ATN intermediate systems which will provide access to ground-based ATN end systems.

2.2.3 In order to communicate with the VDL ground stations, aircraft are required to be equipped with VDL avionics
which will include a VHF radio and a computer capable of handling the VDL protocol. The air-ground communication
will utilize 25 kHz channels in the VHF aeronautical mobile (route) service band.

2.3.  VDL MODES 1 AND 2 PRINCIPLES

2.3.1  Communications transfer principles

2.3.1.1 Connectivity between applications running in ATN end systems (ES) using the ATN and its subnetworks,
including the VDL, for air-ground communication is provided by the transport layer entities in these end systems.
Transport connections between airborne and ground end systems shall be maintained through controlled changes of the
precise ATN intermediate systems (IS) and VDL network elements that provide this connectivity.

2.3.1.2 Transport connections between ATN ES are not linked to a particular subnetwork and ISO 8473 network
protocol data units transmitted by an ES can pass via any air-ground ATN compatible subnetwork (such as aeronautical
mobile-satellite service (AMSS) data link, SSR Mode S data link or VDL) that meets the quality of service (QOS)
requirements. A transport connection between an aircraft ES and a ground ES shall be maintained as long as there is at



least one air-ground subnetwork connection between the aircraft IS and a ground IS which has connectivity to the
ground ES. In order to maximize subnetwork connectivity, aircraft are expected to maintain air-ground subnetwork
connections via any subnetwork (AMSS, Mode S or VDL) with which link layer connectivity can be established.

2.3.1.3 The VDL subnetwork provides connectivity in the form of switched virtual circuits between ISO 8208 data
terminal equipment (DTE) entities of aircraft and ground-based ATN intermediate systems. Due to the fact that VHF
signals have only line-of-sight propagation, it is necessary for aircraft in flight to regularly establish link connections
with new VDL ground stations in order to maintain VHF coverage. An established VDL virtual circuit between an
aircraft DTE and a ground DTE is maintained through a controlled change to a ground station through which the ground
DTE can be accessed.

2.3.1.4 VDL Modes 1 and 2 virtual circuits may be cleared when the aircraft or ground IS identifies a policy
situation where the virtual circuit to the ground DTE is no longer necessary but this shall only happen if another VDL
virtual circuit remains established. A policy situation is a situation where considerations other than coverage influence
the decision to establish a connection. This could be, for example, a situation where an aircraft is within the designated
operational coverage area of ground stations operated by different operators and a decision must be made with which
operator to establish a connection. The case where an aircraft crosses a border between two States needs special
attention. An aircraft has to establish a virtual circuit to the DTE in the IS of the State entered before clearing the virtual
circuit with the DTE in the IS of the State left.

2.3.1.5 The scenarios for subnetwork connection maintenance are shown in Figure B-11. If the ground stations on
each side of a State border do not offer ISO 8208 connectivity to the DTEs of the IS in both States, aircraft crossing the
border will have to set up a link connection to a ground station in the State entered before being able to establish a
virtual circuit to the IS of that State. Only after establishment of the new link connection and virtual circuit, the aircraft
will clear the virtual circuit with the DTE of the IS of the country left over the link which gave access to that IS. If the
VDL aeronautical stations on both sides of the State border offer connectivity to the IS in both States, the changeover of
the virtual circuits has to take place over the same link connection.

2.3.2  VDL Modes 1 and 2 quality of service for ATN routing

2.3.2.1 The use of the VDL Modes 1 or 2 system for air-ground communications will depend on the routing
decisions of aircraft and ground-based ATN intermediate systems (IS). These ISs will decide on the path to be used for
air-ground communications based on quality of service values requested by transmitting end systems (ESs).

2.3.2.2 The IS at each end of the air-ground connections must interpret the requested QOS value and decide which
of the available connections can best be met. It is important that the level of QOS which a VDL connection is perceived
as providing is set at a level which corresponds to its true performance.

2.3.2.3 In cases where the VDL Modes 1 or 2 is the only data link with which an aircraft has been equipped, all
communications must be routed via a VDL Modes 1 or 2 connection and the value set for QOS to be provided by the
connection must not block the communication.

2.3.2.4 In other cases where aircraft are equipped with other air-ground data links (such as AMSS and SSR Mode S)
there may be simultaneous parallel connections over multiple subnetworks. In  these cases, the values for QOS provided
by each subnetwork must be set so as to ensure that the VDL Modes 1 or 2 connection will be used where appropriate.

2.3.2.5 It is necessary that co-ordination take place between aircraft operators, ground station operators and ground
system operators to ensure that the right balance is achieved between different subnetworks.

                                                
1 All figures are located at the end of this attachment.



2.4.  VDL MODES 1 AND 2 GROUND STATION
NETWORK CONCEPT

2.4.1  Access

2.4.1.1 A VDL ground station will provide access for aircraft to the ground ATN IS using the VDL protocol over a
VHF channel.

2.4.2  Institutional issues concerning VDL
Modes 1 and 2 ground station network operators

2.4.2.1 An ATS provider wishing to use VDL Modes 1 or 2 for air traffic service (ATS) communications needs to
ensure that the VDL service is available. The ATS provider can either operate the VDL ground station network itself or
arrange for the operation of the VDL stations (or VDL network) by a telecommunications service provider. It seems
likely that individual States will make different arrangements for the provision of VDL service to aircraft. Operation and
implementation of VDL need to be co-ordinated at a regional level in order to ensure acceptable service on international
routes.

2.4.2.2 The use of a VDL Modes 1 or 2 ground station network by entities external to the ATS provider will be
subject to service agreements between the ATS provider and the telecommunications service provider. These
agreements set out the obligations of the two parties and need, in particular, to be specific on the quality of service
provided as well as the characteristics of the user interface.

2.4.2.3 It seems likely that some VDL Modes 1 and 2 ground station network operators will levy user charges. These
are expected to be levied either on the aircraft operators and/or on the ATS providers. It is necessary to ensure that the
use of VDL is feasible for those aircraft operators intended to use VDL for ATS/AOC communications.

2.4.3  VDL Modes 1 and 2 ground
station equipment

2.4.3.1 A VDL Modes 1 or 2 ground station will consist of a VHF radio and a computer which may be separate or
integrated with the radio. The VDL functionality of the VHF radio equipment will be similar to that installed in aircraft.

2.4.3.2 The provision of network status monitoring is an important element in the maintenance of the highest avail-
ability possible.

2.4.4  Ground station siting

2.4.4.1 The line of sight limitations of VHF propagation is an important factor in the siting of ground stations. It is
necessary to ensure that the ground stations are installed in a manner which provides coverage throughout the designated
operational coverage area (DOC).

2.4.4.2 The coverage requirements for VDL Modes 1 and 2 depend on the applications that are intended to operate
over the VDL. These applications may function, for example, when an aircraft is at en-route altitude, in a terminal area
or on the ground at an airport.

2.4.4.3 En-route coverage can be provided using a small number of ground stations with a large DOC (for example,
the range of a VHF signal from a station at sea level and an aircraft at 37 000 ft is approximately 200 NM). Hence, it is
in fact desirable that the smallest number of ground stations possible be used to provide en-route coverage in order to
minimize the possibility of simultaneous uplink transmissions from ground stations which may cause message collisions
on the VHF channel. The factors limiting en-route coverage will be availability of landmass and the availability of a



communications link from a ground station to other ground systems.

2.4.4.4 Terminal area coverage requires, in general, the installation of ground stations at all airports where VDL
Modes 1 or 2 operation is required in order to ensure coverage throughout the terminal area.

2.4.4.5 Aerodrome surface communication coverage must be provided by a ground station at the airport but, due to
the physical structure of the airport, it may not be possible to guarantee coverage in all areas with a single station.

2.4.5  Ground station
frequency engineering

2.4.5.1 The choice of the VHF channel on which a ground station will operate depends on the coverage that the
ground station will be required to provide. Coverage on a particular channel is provided by a collection of ground
stations operating on that channel and the communications on that channel will occupy the channel for all the ground
stations in a coverage area.

2.4.5.2 As with VHF voice communications, VDL Modes 1 and 2 communications cannot be limited to propagating
only within States and frequency co-ordination between States will be required in the allocation of VDL frequencies.
The nature of the protocol does, however, allow for frequency re-use by several ground stations within the same
coverage area and hence the rules for the assignment of frequencies are not the same as for voice communications.

2.4.5.3 The carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) media access control protocol (MAC) layer used in VDL Modes 1
and 2 cannot exclude message collisions if some stations using a frequency channel cannot receive the transmissions of
other stations, a situation known as a hidden transmitter situation. Hidden transmitters lead to simultaneous
transmissions which can cause the intended receiver of one or both transmissions to be unable to decode the received
signal.

2.4.5.4 A frequency will be assigned to providing en-route coverage and all the en-route stations will be set to
operate on this frequency. In order to minimize the probability of simultaneous transmissions on the channel by hidden
transmitters in a CSMA environment, this channel may not be used for terminal area or aerodrome surface
communications except in areas of very low channel loading.

2.4.5.5 The VDL Mode 2 SARPs call for the provision of a common signalling channel (CSC) on which access to
VDL service will be guaranteed in all areas where VDL Mode 2 service is available. This is especially important at
airports and on the edge of VDL en-route coverage zones where aircraft are likely to establish initial VDL connectivity.
Since the characteristics of Mode 1 and Mode 2 radio frequency transmissions are not compatible, the CSC cannot be
used for Mode 1 communications. There is no requirement for a CSC for VDL Mode 1.

2.4.6  Ground station connection
to intermediate systems

2.4.6.1 In order to provide access to the ground systems which are connected to the aeronautical telecommunications
network, a VDL ground station needs to be connected to one or more ATN IS. The purpose of a VDL ground station is
to interconnect aircraft with the ground-based ATN via which communications with terrestrial ATN ES can take place.

2.4.6.2 The ground-based ATN IS can be co-hosted in the VDL Modes 1 or 2 ground station computer in which
case the VDL subnetwork virtual circuit will end in that computer. This architecture will have an impact on the
exchanges required when an aircraft establishes a VDL link with a new ground station. The exact exchange will depend
on whether the ground stations contain separate IS or elements of the same distributed intermediate system.

2.4.6.3 If the IS is not contained in the VDL Modes 1 or 2 ground station, it will be connected to the ground station
by one of the following means:



a) wide area network (WAN);

b) local area network (LAN); and

c) dedicated communications line.

2.4.6.4 In all cases, in order to be in accordance with the Manual of the Aeronautical Telecommunication Network
(ATN) (Doc 9578) for providing an open systems interconnection (OSI) compatible connection-oriented subnetwork
service between the aircraft IS and the ground-based IS, the VDL Modes 1 or 2 ground station computer will be required
to extend the VDL virtual circuit across the terrestrial network or link.

2.4.6.5 In order to provide simultaneous virtual circuits to several terrestrial ISs, the VDL Modes 1 or 2 ground
station computer needs to contain a VDL subnetwork entity capable of converting addresses in VDL subnetwork call
requests into addresses in the ground-based network.

2.5.  VDL MODES 1 AND 2 AIRBORNE
OPERATING CONCEPT

2.5.1  Avionics

2.5.1.1 VDL Mode 1 and 2 avionics. In order to operate in a VDL Mode 1 or 2 network, aircraft need to be equipped
with an avionics system providing the VDL Modes 1 or 2 subnetwork user (ISO 8208 DTE) function. The system
providing this function will also provide the subnetwork user functions for the other air-ground ATN-compatible sub-
networks and the aircraft ATN intermediate system function and, hence, its development is necessary in order to provide
ATN communications to multiple end-systems or over multiple air-ground subnetworks.

2.5.2  VDL avionics certification

2.5.2.1 The VHF digital radio may also provide for double-side band amplitude modulation (DSB-AM) voice
capability for emergency back-up to VHF radios used for voice communications. It would be necessary in this case to
demonstrate that the VDL functionality of the VDR does not interfere with the DSB-AM voice functionality.

2.5.2.2 The VDL Modes 1 or 2 function in the VHF digital radio provides an air-ground data link service to the
VDL Modes 1 or 2 subnetwork user entity of the aircraft ATN intermediate system. If the provision of a VHF
subnetwork service to an ATN intermediate system were considered an essential service for a particular installation, the
VDL Modes 1 or 2 functionality of the VDR would need to be certified as an essential function. The use of VDL for
ATS communications is not, however, intended to require two aircraft radios to operate simultaneously in VDL mode.

2.5.3  Registration of aircraft with
VDL Modes 1 and 2 network operators

2.5.3.1 For normal communications service, it is to be expected that aircraft operators will be required to register
their aircraft with the network operators. In emergency or back-up situations, it must be possible for any VDL-equipped
aircraft to establish connectivity over any VDL Mode 1 or 2 ground station network.

2.5.3.2 Registration of aircraft VDL Modes 1 or 2 stations with VDL Modes 1 or 2 network operators is desirable
for network management since, for example, a network operator may identify a temporary fault in the VDL Modes 1 or
2 communications from an aircraft and would wish to contact the operator of the aircraft in order to have the fault
resolved. Registration of aircraft is also useful in planning the required ground station network capacity. Registration
with a VDL Modes 1 or 2 ground station network operator does not necessarily imply that the aircraft operator will be



charged for use of the VDL Modes 1 or 2 ground station network.

3.  GUIDANCE MATERIAL FOR VDL MODE 3

                                                                                    3.1  GENERAL

The following sections provide guidance material relevant to Mode 3 of VDL operation.

3.2  OVERVIEW

The very high frequency (VHF) Digital Link (VDL) Mode 3 system provides functionally simultaneous voice and
data communications between airborne and ground-based users.   VDL Mode 3 is based on the Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA) technology and is primarily sector-based with a dedicated circuit for each user group.  The
network control concept is based on a centralized net system with the ground station as the network controller.  The
network controller controls the network configuration, network timing, net entry and exit, and user access for data
link.

3.3   SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

3.3.1   Physical layer

At the physical layer, the VDL Mode 3 system architecture is completely consistent with that of the ICAO VHF
digital Link (VDL) Mode 2.  This offers the dual benefit of:  a) simplifying the VDL Mode 3 system standardization
process since part of an existing standard will apply; and b) providing a path by which initial implementation of the
VDL Mode 2 capability can be upgraded to the integrated voice and data link standard of VDL Mode 3. 

3.3.2   Timing structure

The VDL Mode 3 system operation is based on 120 millisecond (ms) frames.  Each VDL Mode 3 frame contains
either four 30 ms slots for normal range operations or three 40 ms slots  for long range operations.  Each of these
slots forms the basis for an independent two-way air ground simplex circuit capable of supporting two way real-time
voice or data link applications.  Each slot can be independently accessed with two separate bursts.  The first of these
is a management (M) burst that carries system data for signalling and circuit initialization functions2.  The second is
the voice or data (V/D) burst that carries user information.

3.3.3   System configurations

The VDL Mode 3 system architecture offers a degree of flexibility to accommodate a wide range of operational
requirements through a set of predefined system configurations. 

In the Air Traffic Control (ATC) environment, distinct user groups exist based on ATC positions or sectors.  Each
user group includes the ground user (usually an air traffic controller) and the “client” aircraft of that ground user.  A
fundamental objective of the VDL Mode 3  system is to provide voice circuit resources to each user group on a
dedicated basis while simultaneously providing access to data link with a single airborne radio transceiver.  To
accommodate this functional requirement, a pre-defined set of system configurations is established.  Each system
configuration corresponds to a specific pre-configured static allocation of the resources of each 25 kHz channel (i.e.,
individual time slots) to the user groups.

To provide additional flexibility, a VDL Mode 3 system can be configured  where resource allocations for both voice
and data are made strictly on a demand basis within a 25 kHz channel.  This configuration could also be used to

                                                
2 Two types of (M) bursts are provided: the uplink M burst is used by the ground station for timing and network
management and the downlink M burst is used by the airborne users for downlink management functions.



support a high capacity data-only service if desired.

The system configuration established for a ground radio is communicated to the airborne radios through an
initialization message continually broadcast by the ground station.  Airborne radios, therefore, “sense” and adapt to
the system configuration of the ground radio with which communications will be established.  This adaptation to the
proper system configuration is completely transparent to the users.

3.3.4   Vocoder operations

Low bit rate digital voice coding (vocoding) is the key enabling technology that gives digital mobile radios high
spectrum efficiency for voice operation.  Digital voice operation in the VDL Mode 3 system is based on a low bit
rate voice coder (vocoder) operating at 4.8 kbps. 

3.3.5   Discrete addressing

The VDL Mode 3 system supports voice and data functionality requiring discrete addressing.  Discrete addressing in
the VDL Mode 3 system is coupled to the user group.  A local user ID is established for each new airborne user that
enters the group (or net).  A process known as net entry serves to automatically “log in” a new arrival to the group. 
Basic voice operation involving only the “listen-before-push-to-talk” protocol is available without discrete
addressing or the net entry process.

3.3.6   Media access protocol

For voice operation, the media access protocol is based strictly on a “listen-before-push-to-talk” protocol
(competition limited only to users within the group) with the added ability for voice signalling as described in section
3.5.2.2.

For data operation, media access employs a centrally managed reservation protocol for all data traffic.  This
approach gives the ground station maximum flexibility for making efficient use of channel capacity and for
implementing prioritization in the media access layer.  Access for downlink data traffic is granted by the ground
station based on reservation requests made by airborne radios.  Access for uplink data traffic is managed directly by
the ground station.  A complete media access protocol cycle requires two TDMA frames or a media access control
(MAC) cycle of 240 ms.

3.4   OPERATING SCENARIOS/EXAMPLES

3.4.1   Operating scenarios for voice operation

The voice communications system must provide all of the functional capabilities of the present voice system if it is to
meet its basic operational requirements.  In general, these requirements can be divided into two discrete types:

a)  communications channel performance requirements; and
b)  coverage requirements.

The coverage requirements are related to the various operating scenarios postulated for the voice communications
system and can be further sub-divided into the following groups:

a)  air-ground coverage provided by a single ground station;
b)  air-ground coverage provided by multiple ground stations;
c)  air-air coverage when both aircraft are within the coverage of the ground station;
d)  air-air coverage when only one aircraft is within the coverage of the ground station; and
e)  air-air coverage when neither aircraft is within the coverage of the ground station.



Note that, for the purpose of describing these scenarios, the airborne segment is taken to include aircraft on the
ground, vehicles and personnel on the ground carrying mobile equipment, and mobile equipment used as a low cost
ground stations by some users.

3.4.1.1   Air-ground voice coverage from a single ground station

Air-ground coverage from a single ground station will satisfy the operating requirements of the majority of users. 
These users will require the ability to maintain communication within a limited geographical area covered from a
single ground station.  Typical requirements will include:

a)  ground movement, tower, approach and ATIS services at aerodromes;
b)  en-route channels for use in busy airspace where coverage requirements can be met from a single

ground station;
c)  aeronautical operational control (AOC) operations; and
d)  other users.

The AOC and other users may be required to share a common channel in order to improve spectrum utilization. 
These users will place low traffic demands on the channel and may be geographically distributed such that they each
need their own ground station.

3.4.1.2   Air-ground voice coverage from multiple ground stations

This requirement fulfills the needs of single user groups requiring coverage beyond that achievable from a single
ground station.  In the present system, this facility is provided by operator selection of the appropriate ground station
or by use of the off-set carrier system.  The latter technique is often preferred by ground users because it requires a
simple human-machine interface.

The need for multiple ground station operation by a single user group will arise for two reasons:

a)  the required coverage area is large; and
b)  low level coverage of a single radio station is restricted by topographical features.

Large coverage areas will be required when an ATC sector controls lightly used airspace and the control team can
deal with a large area without experiencing an overload and for other specialized ATC applications.  Typical
applications will include upper air sectors away from main air routes, FIS, Volmet and oceanic Clearance Delivery
channels.  AOC communications will also employ wide area networks along high traffic routes.

Where coverage is restricted because of hilly or mountainous terrain, and ATC sectors require good low level
coverage, multiple station operation will also be employed to provide fill-in cover in areas not covered by the
primary radio station.

3.4.1.3   Air-air voice coverage when both aircraft are within range of a ground station

A party line capability, which permits all users of a voice circuit (both air and ground) to monitor the voice traffic, is
an essential requirement.  Its primary purpose is to facilitate channel management by allowing all users in a user
group to be aware when the voice circuit is occupied.  Only when the voice circuit is perceived to be free, should
users attempt to access it.  It will give a direct air-to-air communication capability and allow air-crew operating
within a sector to monitor the content of all communications and build up a picture of the traffic situation in their
vicinity.

3.4.1.4   Air-air voice coverage when only one aircraft is within range of a ground station

The ability to maintain air to air coverage when only one aircraft is within range of a ground station is an essential



safety feature which will allow an aircraft outside of coverage to maintain indirect contact with ATC through an
intermediary.  Although ATC communications systems are normally designed to provide direct air-ground
communications with a high availability, a number of technical and operational situations can develop which cause
cover to be reduced.  Examples of such situations include:

a)  a ground station failure in a multiple ground station system;
b)  failure of the primary ground station in a single ground station system and reduced cover from the

back-up ground station due to its non-optimum location;
c)  propagation path perturbations due to weather effects, particularly on channels providing cover on over

sea sectors, where land-based radio stations are operating close to their maximum practical range; and
d)  aircraft faults and adverse weather conditions (e.g., icing) which require aircraft to descend below the

altitudes normally served.

3.4.1.5   Air-air voice coverage when out of range of a ground station

An air-to-air communication capability when both aircraft are out of range of a functional ground station is required
to support safety back-up procedures.  A typical application will be to provide a fall-back mechanism in the event of
a ground station failure by allowing the affected aircraft to be directed to a standby channel by a communication
relay via a co-operating aircraft flying in an adjacent sector.  It will also be used to allow aircraft to maintain air to
air contact in remote areas, including oceanic areas, where no ground infrastructure exists.

The ability of mobile user systems to maintain communications links without recourse to fixed ground station will be
used to allow other ground users, for example, private flyers, flying clubs, gliding clubs and balloonists to employ
portable equipment as a flexible ground station.

3.4.2   Operating scenarios for data operations

The data communications subnetwork must provide all of the functional capabilities to meet the basic operational
requirements of air-to-ground and ground-to-air point-to-point data link and ground-to-air data broadcast within the
user group subnetwork.  In addition, the data subnetwork must also provide connectivity through the ground station
via a terrestrial communications network to aeronautical telecommunication network (ATN) intermediate systems
which will offer access to ground ATN end systems.  In general, these requirements can be divided into two discrete
types:

a)  communications channel performance requirements; and
b)  coverage requirements.

The coverage requirements are related to the various operating scenarios postulated for the data communications
subnetwork.  Unlike the coverage requirement of section 3.4.1.3, there is no air-air coverage requirement for data
link and there is no data operation involving multiple ground stations serving a common user group.  The coverage
requirements for data can thus be further sub-divided into the following groups:

a)  air-ground coverage provided by a single ground station; and
b)  ground-air broadcast coverage.

Note that, for the purpose of describing these scenarios, the airborne segment is taken to include aircraft on the
ground, vehicles and personnel on the ground carrying mobile equipment, and mobile equipment used as a low cost
ground stations by some users.

3.5   CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

3.5.1   Network operations



3.5.1.1   Airborne radio initialization

Upon entering a new sector, an airborne user needs to tune its transceiver to the designated channel and acquire the
appropriate uplink M sub-channel broadcast message to establish the proper timing reference and to extract the
network information to properly configure its radio.

A radio can begin operation immediately after initialization (except in 3T configuration).  However, it will only be
able to operate in the basic voice mode and will not be able to operate in data mode or any of the optional enhanced
voice modes, which require the airborne radio to register with the ground controller to receive a discrete address. 

3.5.1.2   Net entry

Upon completion of net initialization the airborne radio transmits a Net Entry Request message in an appropriate
downlink M sub-channel.  The ground station responds to a Net Entry Request message by transmitting a Net Entry
message containing a discrete address that the entrant will use while it is in the net.  Upon receiving the discrete
address, the airborne user can participate in both voice and two-way data communications in the network.

3.5.1.3   Connection management

Connection management can be automated and driven by an external ground-based application (e.g., ATC
procedures or automation) to the degree desired by the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) or service provider.  A
completely manual approach to connection management (as is required in the voice-only system) is always available
as an option.  Alternatively, a semi-automated approach could be used whereby the new channel assignment is
uplinked to the proper airborne radio under initiation by the ground user which is then “activated” by the pilot to
effect the actual channel change.  Finally, a fully automated approach could be used whereby the new channel
assignment is uplinked to the proper airborne radio under direct control of an external ground-based application
without ground user intervention, which is then “activated” by the pilot to effect the change.

3.5.1.4   Polling

To provide orderly channel access, the slotted ALOHA random access reservation protocol is supplemented by a
sequential polling of its registered users by the controlling ground station.  Every uplink M channel can support a
polling command from the ground station.  Polling is also used by the air and ground radios to support link
management.  

3.5.2   System operations for voice service

3.5.2.1   Circuit initialization

Upon entry of the logical voice channel into the airborne radio, the airborne radio immediately begins monitoring the
M sub-channel uplink associated with the selected time slot and frequency.  The initialization message is used to
configure the airborne radio for operation on the circuit.  Initialization takes less than 1 second.

3.5.2.2   Basic voice operation
               
The basic voice operation is based on the same “listen-before-push-to-talk” protocol used in the current 25 kHz
double sideband (DSB)-amplitude modulation (AM) system.  Upon circuit initialization, the pilot is able to monitor
the transmissions of any user on the circuit.  In addition, the airborne radio will receive the voice circuit status from
the uplink M burst to indicate the voice circuit to be idle, occupied by an airborne user, or occupied by the ground
station. When the circuit is clear, the pilot asserts push-to-talk (PTT) to seize the channel and begins transmission. 
The basic voice operation provides direct air-air “party line” connectivity within a user group.

For 3T configuration, the activation of the PTT will result in the transmission of a reservation request (for voice



transmission) in the downlink M channel.  Upon receiving the request the ground station will make a time slot
assignment if capacity is available.  A signal will accompany the assignment to cue the airborne requester to speak. 
The request and assignment are transparent to the user other than a short delay.  The 3T configuration also provides
“party line” connectivity within its user group.

3.5.2.3   Voice signalling

Since all airborne radios (even those in PTT transmit mode) continue to monitor the uplink M sub-channel voice
circuit status, voice signalling features can be supported.  The ground user can be given special status on the voice
circuit with the ability to assert PTT at any time and cause any airborne radio in PTT mode to cease transmitting. 
The airborne user could be informed of the preemption by the loss of local side tone (and presence of ground user
audio).  Lockout of this airborne user would be reset by release of PTT by the ground user and release of PTT by the
airborne user.

An additional similar capability supported is the ability to resolve contentions among airborne users attempting to
access the channel.  If one airborne user asserts PTT more than one TDMA frame (120 ms) after another competing
airborne user, the logic, signalling, and voice channel monitoring would support contention-free access on a “first
come-first serve” basis. Voice channel contentions of overlapping transmissions by multiple airborne users can be
either resolved by uplink M channel signalling or by the ground user activating the PTT, thus terminating the
transmissions of the airborne users.

3.5.2.4   Enhanced voice operations

For airborne users that are participating in discrete addressing/data link, some enhancements to voice operation can
be supported as options if found operationally desirable from the ground user’s perspective.  Essentially this would
entail a “caller ID” feature that could reinforce/replace the verbal identities used by the pilot on downlink and a
“selective call” feature that enables the ground user to selectively signal the airborne user that is the recipient of a
voice call.  The local user ID in the header of the V/D bursts used for voice traffic is used to implement these
capabilities.

Additional optional voice features which may be implemented through the use of the downlink M burst include “call
waiting” and urgent message indication.  The call waiting feature comes into play if an airborne user activates PTT
while another user is already talking on the net.  When this occurs the airborne radio can transmit a special signal in
the voice request field of the downlink M burst.  This signal can be used to notify the ground controller that an
additional airborne user wishes to speak.  If an airborne user is experiencing an emergency, he can activate a special
urgent message switch which will cause another special downlink M burst.  This will notify the ground controller of
the urgent situation and he can take the appropriate action.

3.5.3   Data operation

3.5.3.1   Point-to-point data link access

Data link operation is based on user making reservation request to the ground station for the exclusive use of the V/D
slots for the duration necessary to complete the data transfer.  Data link service requires discrete addressing and is
available for the registered users only. 

On downlink, airborne radios with data to transmit make reservation requests via a slotted ALOHA protocol with
provision for retransmission, in the event of a collision in the request transmission.  In addition to this random access
reservation request the ground radio will also periodically poll the registered users in sequence.  As each user is
polled, it is given an opportunity to use the downlink M sub-channel without contention.  This ensures that each
airborne user will have a chance to have its requests heard by the ground receiver.

The request includes the message length in terms of the number of V/D bursts required and the priority of the
downlink message.  Upon successful receipt of a reservation request, the ground station issues a reservation



response.  The scheduling of downlink message transmissions is controlled by the ground station and is dependent
upon the priorities of the messages.  On uplink, the ground station schedules its traffic for the V/D uplink bursts also
based on message priority.

Point-to-point data transmissions can be either acknowledged or unacknowledged.  Protocol is provided to initiate
retransmission automatically if acknowledgment is not received within allowable time.

3.5.3.2   Data broadcast

A broadcast capability is provided to the ground station to broadcast data messages to all users of the user group. 
This is accomplished by using a group ID that includes all airborne users in the user group.  Unlike discretely
addressed data transmissions, no acknowledgment mechanism is provided for data broadcast.  Data integrity in
broadcast can be enhanced by broadcasting the same message a number of times.

3.6    TARGETED APPLICATIONS

3.6.1    General

The integrated voice and data communications system is required to support the maximum possible range of
applications, including the voice communications currently handled by the existing analog system and data
communications.  The specific applications to be served are a function of particular user groups.  These user groups
can be classified under the following general headings:

a) En-route air traffic control including oceanic control

b) Terminal air traffic control

c) Aerodrome services

d) Aeronautical operational control

e) Other users

3.6.2    En-route (including oceanic) Air Traffic Control

The en-route and oceanic ATC environment includes both regulated and unregulated airspace.  It features a wide
range of traffic densities and requires the use of both fixed and random route structures.  In general, aircraft
operating in this type of airspace are established at cruising altitude or are transitioning to or from terminal or
aerodome control areas.  In the oceanic environment, they are transitioning from domestic to oceanic-airspace.

Targeted applications for VDL Mode 3 in the en-route and oceanic ATC environment include the following:

a) Controller/pilot communications

b) Controller/pilot data link to enable oceanic clearance messages

c) Interconnection of Flight Management Services (FMS) with the ground-based flight data processing system
(FDPS) and meteorological (MET) systems to enable:

 1)   Downlink of conflict alert data
 2)   Downlink of MET data
 3)   Others

d) Pilot interrogation of ground data bases including MET (discrete request and broadcast)

e) Controller interrogations of FMS

3.6.3   Terminal Air Traffic Control

Terminal air traffic control operations are concerned with the control of aircraft arriving at or departing from a
number of major aerodromes located in close proximity.  The operating concept features high traffic densities and



involves complex route structures to ensure the safe separation of traffic.

Targeted applications include:

a) Controller/pilot voice communications

b) Controller/pilot data communications

c) Interconnection of FMS with FDPS and MET systems to enable:
 1)   Downlink of conflict alert data
 2)   Downlink of MET data
 3)   Others

d) Pilot interrogation of ground data bases including:
 1)   MET (discrete request and broadcast)
 2)   Automatic Terminal Information Service (ATIS) (discrete address and broadcast)

e) Controller interrogation of FMS

3.6.4    Aerodrome Air Traffic Control

Aerodrome ATC systems cover a wide range of complexity which depends on the capacity of the aerodrome and
whether its approach control function is handled by a terminal control facility.

As a minimum, aerodromes can be expected to have one VHF voice communication channel.  Major international
airports, however, have many channels each performing a discrete function such as ground movement control, tower
control, approach control, and fire service.

Targeted applications for the aerodrome environment include:

a) Controller/pilot voice communications

b) Controller/pilot data link to provide:
 1)   Departure clearance
 2)   Push back clearance
 3)   Taxi clearance
 4)   Others

c) Interconnection of FMS and FDPS to enable:
 1)   Downlink of conflict alert data
 2)   Others

d) Pilot interrogation of ground data bases including:
 1)   MET
 2)   ATIS

e) Controller interrogation of FMS

3.6.5   Aeronautical Operational Control

Aeronautical operational control is a large and growing communications requirement which tends to cover large
areas.  It provides an essential link between aircraft and their ground-based organization to pass a wide range of
communications associated with flight safety and regularity.  The VDL Mode 3 is capable of serving the range of
AOC voice and data traffic.



3.6.6    Other Users

The other users category includes many types of users such as gliders, balloonists and operators of small flying
strips.  The nature of their operation makes it unlikely that they will require or want data communications for the
foreseeable future.  The targeted application for this type of user will therefore be limited to the provision of voice
communications.
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